Matryoshka clusters have been analyzed and categorized using skeletal numbers for the first time. They have been found to portray a unique way of capping by having the nuclear elements occupying the outer layer and what were supposed to be the capping elements on the outside taking the place of the nucleus. Hence they belong to a new type of cluster series. The different types of capping clusters have been identified. Isomeric graphical structures of the clusters can be constructed in accordance with the connectivity rule of the series. It appears that the elements with large skeletal numbers have a tendency of going inside and forming an icosahedral shape. The 4N series method is a useful hypothetical model for analyzing and categorizing clusters of the main group and transition metals.
Introduction

Background
Matryoshka clusters have attracted great attention of scientists since the beginning of this century (Moses,et al,2003; King&Zhao,2006; Stegmaier&Fä ssler,2011) due to their unique structure and bonding challenges. The extension of the research work on Zintl ions (Esenturk, et al, 2006) resulted in the discovery of Matryoshka clusters which were also described as superatoms requiring special bonding treatment (Huang, et al, 2014) . The recent discovery of the simple 4N series method which was found useful in categorizing clusters such as boranes, transition metal carbonyls and metalloboranes was successfully applied to the analysis and categorization of Zintl ions (Kiremire, 2016a) . Further scrutiny of the 4N series method, led to the discovery of skeletal numbers which have rendered the analysis of clusters much simpler (Kiremire, 2016b; 2017a,b; 2018a,b) . The use of skeletal numbers has also been extended to the analysis and categorization of Zintl ion clusters (Kiremire, 2018c) . This paper presents yet further application of the 4N series method to analyze and categorize Matryoshka clusters for the first time.
The Two Intrinsic Natural Layers of a Cluster
The series equations used in this work were empirically developed by carefully analyzing a wide range of clusters especially the carbonyl clusters (Kiremire, 2016c) . Among other aspects, they greatly assist in predicting the possible shapes of clusters and determine their cluster valence content. What has been found extremely interesting is the fact that the skeletal elements of a cluster are essentially divided into two groups, that is, those which are in the inner layer comprising of what has been referred to as a nucleus and those which reside outside the nucleus forming the outer layer. A capping formula was created for this purpose; Kp=C
Results and Discussion
The Nucleus Inside the Capping Elements
The clusters B 9 H 9 2-and B 10 H 10 2-are members of the closo family of clusters and their shapes are described as tri-capped trigonal prism and bi-capped square anti prism (Housecroft and Sharpe, 2005) . However, according to the 4N series approach, these clusters simply belong to the closo family series, S =4n+2 and not the capping series S=4n+q where q≤0 (Kiremire, 2018a). Thus, the capping concept based upon the 4N method and expressed in the symbol {Kp=C y C [Mx] (y+x=n, n= number of skeletal elements),y→capping index, x→nuclear index} is mathematically precise (Kiremire,2017a ) . The application of the series method to categorize Zintl and Matryoshka clusters in this paper has revealed the existence of 3 broad types of capping clusters (x≥1),y≥1). This concept is illustrated by the following examples.
The 4N series method has been found to be able to analyze the golden clusters in the same way as other types of clusters (Kiremire, 2017d (Kiremire, , 2018a .This means that the cluster has a nucleus of one skeletal element which is surrounded by 8 capping elements. This prediction has been found to be the case (Mingos, 1984; Konishi, 2014) . The details of the analysis are given in Figure 1 . Using skeletal numbers of Au (K=3.5, v= 7) and valence of gold, and the capping symbol as a guide, a skeletal isomeric graph shown in Figure 1 is obtained. , (n=1) belongs to the closo family, S=4n+2, K=2n-1= 2(1)-1=1. Hence, the total linkages = 24+1(from nucleus)=25. Clusters have also been categorized into clans and families. In this case, the cluster as a whole belongs to the family of S=4n-14 clusters but also of [M1] clan of clusters (Kiremire, 2018a) . Also from series, the beginning of clusters was established at n=0 and the corresponding cluster valence electrons for initiating the capping process are given by VE 0 =2x+2 where x is the nuclear capping index which in this case x=1. Hence, VE 0 =2[1]+2=4.These 4 electrons(n=0) can be used to derive the cluster valence electrons of the multiple skeletal elements or the cluster formula. In order to get the number of cluster valence electrons, we have to base them on the number of skeletal capping elements =9. This means, there will be 9 cappings of 12 electrons each being pilled upon the BASE of 4 electrons. As can be seen from the Table1 when n=0, the arithmetic capping progression starts with VE 0 = 4 and when the series start at n=1, the arithmetic capping progression starts with VE 1 = 4+12 =16. Hence, VE n = 16+12(n-1). The clusters whose cluster valence obeys this equation are the one referred to as TORROIDAL (Mingos, 1984 clan series commence at n=0 with VE 0 =2x+2= 2(2)+2=6. Therefore VE 1 =6+12=18 and VE=18+12(9-1)=114 or VE=6+12(9)=114. The [M2] clusters were referred to as SPHERICAL (Mingos, 1984) . According to the series approach, these cluster can be viewed as having a nucleus of 2 skeletal elements bound by essentially a triple bond since [M2] belongs to the closo family, S=4n+2 and K=2n-1= 2(2)-1=3. All in all, the golden clusters, obey the 14N/4N series along with their skeletal numbers and valences. The isomeric graphical sketch of Au 9 L 8 + is given in Figure 2 and selected K(N) series of clan [M2] are given in Table 3 as well as some of the known clan members are also provided in Table 4 . As some [M1] clusters with visible single skeletal nuclear skeletal elements are clearly identified and known, it is hoped that the cluster nuclei with 2 clearly identified skeletal elements will be well defined. Table 5 and a sample of [M6] clan K(N) series are also given in Table  6 including the genesis cluster valence electrons. . This symbol means that the cluster has an octahedral nucleus comprising of six of the skeletal elements and surrounded by 17 capping skeletal elements. A hypothetical isomeric graphical structure is given in Figure 3A . Figure 3A . Possible ligand distribution in isomeric graphical structure of Pd23(CO) 20 L 10 Thus, unlike other methods of analyzing clusters, the identification of the type of a cluster nucleus is one of the characteristics of the 4N method. In addition, the isomeric graphical sketch when correctly constructed, every vertex obeys 18/8 electron rule accordingly. The method has satisfactorily explained the structures of a good number of golden clusters (Kiremire, 2016d (Kiremire, , 2017d (Kiremire, ,2018b . Let us take the case of Au 13 Cl 2 L 10 3+ , L=PR 3 (Fehlner & Halet, 2007) . Its cluster valence electrons is given by VE=18+12n. =18+12(12)=162. It is explained that the figure of [18] represents the central skeletal element of the cluster (Fehlner & Halet, 2007) . This result is also explained well using the series method with the aid of the skeletal numbers. Thus, the K value of the cluster is given by K = 13 3+ is shown in Figure 3B . These equations are applied to transition metal clusters and fragments.
The main group elements do have parallel ones which are given below.
i. VE=4n+q
ii. VE=8n-2K
iii. VE=4+2x+2(n-1) iv. VE=VE 0 +2n
Although these equations have been mentioned in some publications (Kiremire, 2018c) , it is important to be mentioned here as they are new and extremely useful and need to be popularized to more readers.
The Side by Side Relationship of the Set of Nuclear Skeletal Elements [Mx] and That of the Capping Elements C y
This type of clusters is rare and one of them is N 2 (AuL) 6 2+ :K= 19,K(n) = 19(8), S=4n-6, Kp= 2n+3, Kp=C 4 C[M4] whose structure is analyzed and shown in Figure 4 . The two nitrogen elements act as a bridge to link up the two sets of cluster skeletal elements. 
The Genesis principle
The genesis principle which is extremely important gives us the beginning of the capping series of a cluster. The starting point can easily be deduced from the capping symbol, in this case Kp= C 4 C[M4]. The starting level of cluster valence electrons is given by VE 0 =2x+2. The value of x= the nuclear index in this case x=4. Hence, VE 0 = 2[4]+2= 10. The origin of this value can be explained further from the [M4] fragment which belongs to the CLOSO family of clusters, S=4n+2, K =2n-1=2[4]-1=7. Hence the closo fragment has a K(n) set = 7(4) which forms the K(n) series: 7(4)→4(3)→1(2)→-2(1)→-5(0). This means that when n=0, K(n)=-5(0). We can now use the KN formula to determine the valence electrons VE 0 =8n-2K= 8[0]-2[-5]= 10. This is the same value as obtained from VE 0 =2x+2 formula. We can also derive the valence electrons when the capping of the cluster reaches the closo level, that is, VE C =14n+2= 14[4]+2=58. Therefore, we can construct a diagram demonstrating the capping process to form the cluster, N 2 (AuL) 6 2+ . The capping process is also illustrated by the sketch given in Figure 5 . The other way of visualizing it is as follows:
The 5L represent an equivalent of 10 electrons when n=0.
The first 6 capping are involving transition metal elements and so we use fragments worth 12 electrons each [Au -] and the last two capping involve main group elements, so we have to use fragments worth 2 electrons each [N 3+ ]. The genesis principle is so important that one or two more examples can be given to highlight this point. Let us take the cluster, Au 6 (C)L 6 2+ (Fehlner &Halet, 2007) . The K value of the cluster = 6[3
Thus, according to the series method, the cluster has 3 skeletal elements at the nucleus surrounded by 3 capping elements. The capping process can be summed up in Figure 6A . This capping agrees with genesis capping principle VE=VE 0 +12n = 8+12n as reported in literature (Fehlner & Halet, 2007) . Thus when n= 6, VE=8+12 
The Reversal of Positions: Capping Inside Out-Matryoshka Clusters
A Matryoshka cluster can be represented a simple formula A 21 B 12 , where A(K=2) and B(K=3). This combination results into a K(n) value of 78(33). However any suitable combination of A and B that gives the total n=33 and K=78 may produce a Matryoshka cluster based on series. The K(n) parameter of the cluster is given by K(n)=78(33), S=4n-24, Kp=C 13 C[M20]. According to the usual interpretation, this means the cluster has 20 skeletal elements in the nucleus and 13 of the remaining elements out of 33 are capping around the nucleus. What is observed in these Matryoshka clusters is an interesting phenomenon in which the 13 capping skeletal elements enter the cage-like structure of 20 skeletal elements and do the capping from the inside the cage. In addition, the 13 skeletal elements produce a well-known icosahedral geometry with one of the elements capping at the center of the cage. The interior cluster of 13 skeletal elements behave like a B 12 H 12 2-cluster with an interstitial element in the nucleus. It appears that the elements with large K values and hence have more skeletal valences to them find it more suitable to settle inside the cage in order for them to easily link up with the neighboring skeletal elements. Sketches illustrating the concept of cluster genesis are given in Figures 6C and 7 The isomeric skeletal graphical structures have been constructed according to the connectivity principle following the valence rule or linkages associated with individual skeletal elements in the cluster. Clearly, the Matryoshka clusters also obey the 18/8 rule accordingly.
The capping symbol tells us that there are two sets of skeletal elements; the nucleus of 20 and the capping set of 13.Unlike many capping clusters, instead of the normal capping outside, here the capping acts as a nucleus. 
The capping symbol predicts a Matryoshka cluster.
Ve=4+2 ( The capping symbol is predicting a Matryoshka cluster.
Ve=14+2 (20) (Huang, et al,2014) . 
The Existence of Magic Numbers
The presence of the Magic Number 108 (Fehlner & Halet, 2007) . The magic number is also present. However, the presence of108 magic number was attributed to existence of I h symmetry in the cluster (Huang, et al, 2014) . In matryoshka clusters, it can be seen that the skeletal elements which are supposed to be the nucleus [m20] are actually in the outside layer and the 13 capping elements have taken the place of the nucleus. Hence, the term "inside out capping" is appropriate. What is interesting is that in case of As 21 Ni 12 3-Matryoshka cluster, the thirteen capping elements inside include ONE arsenic main group element at the CENTRE of the 12 nickel elements while the remaining 20 skeletal elements reside outside the cluster. This gives rise to 3 layers of 1:12:20 in increasing size and the name MATRYOSHKA is therefore an appropriate description. This information is summed up in Figure 8 presented earlier.
*a = 4(main group), 14(transition metal; b= 2x(x= capping index), c= 2(n-1), main group, 12(n-1) transition metal, 
Conclusions
The Matryoshka clusters belong to a new type of cluster series in which the capping phenomena are inside out. In addition, they form a unique type of nucleus which has got an icosahedral symmetry which also has a nucleus. 
